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EDITOR ' S NOTE

UR SPRJNG 2008 ISSUE, NUMBER 53, of The Pater News/etter
comes well - or more precisely, far - on the heels of our last special
issue on "Q;Jeer Parer Srudies" (Number 52, Spring 2007). We expecr
that unfortu nate break in the publication schedule (namely, the absence of a Fall
2007 issue) to be our last, as new editorial and production protocols co me morc
smoothly into place.
Perhaps the biggest aid in streamlining all facets of the Newsletter's production
is, we are proud to announce, the launch of our new wcbsitc, <http://www.
paternewsletter.org>. The website will serve as a portal of information fo r both
'!he Pater Newsletter and the In ternational WaIter Pater Society, including curre nt
editorial board and officer information, recent and curre nt tables of contents,
calls for papers, conference announcements and updates, and a fully-linked Web
version of Lesley Higgins' webliograp hy.
We are also very happy to announce that we will now be able to manage
subscriptions, new and renewed, online. PayPal, a secure and reputable payment
system, will accept all forms of international currency. \vith automatic conversions
of our current rates. ~Ihe new website will also allow you to verifY and update
your subscription address and co ntact information. In its conception, the primary
aim was to have the website streamline subscription management, to obviate the
unwieldy and impractical sys tem of sendi ng and converting international checks,
and more effiCiently to keep track of the individual needs of subsc ribers whose
addresses span at least four continents. But we are also commitred to developing
it as a multi-faceted resea rch and archival tool, an active work in progress. We
conceive of the website as a complement to, not a replacement for, the print
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publication of 1he Pater Newsletter. Nevertheless, its function and scope surely has
potential beyond our current conception of it. To that end, we eagerly seek input
and suggestions from all.
W e also continue actively to seek content of all kinds - from article annotations
to full-length articles - for each of our twice-yearly print publications. You

will

see that we are seeki ng contributions to the planned Spring 2009 special issue on
"Pater and Cosmopolitanism" (sce page 64 for details). In the meantime, we are
still accepting material for our next issue, Fall 2008. Please send submissions or
queries to mc, Megan Becker-Leckrone at <meganb@unlv.nevada.edu>. Those
interested in article or book chapter annotations should contact our Bibliographer,
Kenneth Daley, at <kdaley@colum.edu>;Carolyn Williams, <cswl066@aoi.com>,
is our Book Review Editor.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Maurcen Moran
HIGGIN S, LESLEY, ED . THE COLLECTED W ORKS OF GERARDMANLEY H OPKINS:

VOLUME

UP,

IV:

O XFORD ESSAYS AND NOTES . OXFORD AND NEW YORK: OXFORD

2006. 39 2 PP.

ERARD MANLEY HOPKl S'S undergraduate career at Balliol
College, Oxford was seminal to his intellectual, spiritual, artistic, and
psychological development. Some th irtee n years after his study for the
BA in Literae Humaniores (classics), he still thought of the University as the "very
button of my being" (8), and Lesley Higgins's impressive introducti on to the first
published volume in th e new Co!lected Works oJGerord Manley Hopkins establishes
just what H opkins must have meant. Between April 1863 and June 1867
Oxford enabled this clever young man to engage with the most important and
up-to-the-m inute thinking about an astonishingly broad range of di sciplines
including classical languages, literature and culture, the "sciences" of language,
history, economics and th e natural world, philoso phy, myth, comparative
religion, and Christian ity. Diligent participation in the system of weekly essays
and tutorials honed Hopkins's critical methods, log ic and argumentative skills
and inducted him into the "scientificiz[ing] and historiciz[ing]" (22) discursive
practices that shaped knowledge production in the Victori an age. Oxford also
brought Hopkins into direct contact with the fierce religiOUS "warfare" waged
by different factions within th e Un iversity faculty and played out among the
students: the rati onal Broad Church approach of the (to so me) "heretical" Master
of Balliol, Benjamin Jowctt; the Anglo-Catholicism of Pusey and Liddon; the
agnostic secularism of coaching tutors like WaIter Pater. The intense homosocial
community of college li fe in Oxford offered both th e comfort of like-m inded
friends and the gu ilt of homoerotic desire. Throughout hi s life - in memory and
im aginatio n - Oxford continued as a central reference poin t. 1t was th e inspi red
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place of intellectual val idation and spiritual "rebellion" (for it was here that H opki ns
achieved a firs t class degree and converted, boldly, to Roman Catholicism) . And
yet, it was reconstructed also as the melancholy place of promise unfulfilled, of
"beginnings of things . .. ruins and wrecks" (31). I n these paradoxical ways,
Oxford shaped Hopkins as man, priest, critic, and poct.
Ir is fitting, therefore, that the first book to appear in the projected eightvolume Collected Works, should be devoted to H opkins's Oxford essays, lecture
notes, reading annotations, and co mm onplace book, together with the notes he
prepared for his teaching post at Newman's Oratory school in Birmingham th e
year after graduation. ""This diplomatic edi ti on based on twelve extant notebooks
is rich wi th material that will fascinate H opki ns scholars, but it has much to offer
also to those with research interes ts in his tutors, in Victorian higher education,
and in the cultural milieu of the mid-Victorian intelligentsia. Forty-five essays
which H opkins prepared for his tutorials are now made available (only a frac ti on
of which have been previously published). They are fully annotated, as are the
other notes H opki ns kept in these small booklets. Overall they indicate the
diverse i nte llectual influences on H opkins at differen t stages of his University
career (such as Ruskin, Jowett, T. H . Green, and Waiter Pater) and detailed
study indicates their impact on his own evolving epi stemological theory.
His notebook for recording quotations and extracts contains a passage from
J. C. Shairp's Studies in Poetry and Philosophy, for instance, which anticipates the
distinctive concepts of inscape and instre ss. These terms appear explicitly in notes
on Greek philosophy which H opkins began after graduation while preparing to
teach for Newman, and are also reproduced in this volume . .Nl oreover, as well as
reAecting the Oxford curriculum, h is essays and reading notes suggest a great deal
about the particular philosophical and cultural themes which preoccupied him and his lecturers and tutors.
It is especially in this respect that scholars of Pater will find the volume a
rich resource. On the one ha nd, H opki ns's lecture notes and essays drawing on
his tutors' instructio n and recommended reading provide a unique insight into
the main intellectual currents of Pater's own professional milieu, and should flesh
ou t understa nding of hi s complex interaction with this environment. But th ey
also offer a new perspective on Pater's interest in the intersection of aesthetic
and ethical questions. For example, the famous Hopkins's diary entry about a
coaching session with Pater who talked "two hours against Xtianity,"l now needs
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to be aligned with the assignments found in the notebook entitled "Essays for
W. H. Pater, Esq." Hopkins would have discussed these with his tutor, and they
suggest such conversations involved a robust exchange about religion, God, and
the soul. Hopkins was certainly not inhibited by Pater's radical areligious
position. In "The Pagan and Christian virtues" piece in this notebook,
written just before his decision to convert to Rome, Hopkins uses an essay on
comparative morality to position "Catholicism [as] the consistent acceptation
of Christianity" (226). Nor did Pater avoid setting topics on ethical issues, such
as the nature of virtue and of conscience at the same time as he challenged his
student's thinking about the function of art and the imagination. As well as the
previously published essay on "The origin of our moral ideas," this particular
notebook contains discussion of "subjective" and "objective" dimensions of
morality, the impact of imagination on apprehension, and the Platonic view of
the relationship between art and education. And the delicate pencil underlinings,
including corrections of punctuation, which appea r in a different hand, tantalize
with hints that Pater himself might have had a role in improving his student's
stylistic precision and rhythm.
The high editorial standards th~t characterize the volume also show why this
is onc of the most important bibliographical enterprises of recent decades, and one
that will have lasting impact on Victorian literary scholarship. Higgins's elegant
and informative introduction and editorial apparatus are exemplary. Readers and
researchers will benefit from her penetrating grasp of Hopkins's work, as well
as the extensive biographical, critical, and cultural research she has undertaken
and her generous citation of the latest editorial, theoretical, and critical work by
other scholars . The introduction is not heavy-handed, but it is comprehensive,
outlining the details of Hopkins's life at this time, establishing the subjects that
dominate his undergraduate writing (such as duty. morality and responsibility,
and the dichotomy between realism and idealism), and lightly tracing their reemergence in subsequent work. At the same time, the introduction re-dates and
thoroughly contextualizes the Oxford essays and notes, explaining not only the
intellectual and cultural milieu of Oxford in the 1860s but also the practical,
day- to-day experiences which Hopkins shared with other students (from
entertainments li ke "wines" and boating, to essay societies and reading parties),
and even providing the recommended reading published for undergraduates
in the 1860s. She is particularly good at indicating how Oxford students were
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exploited in the Byzantine struggle for religious and political influence between
the Tractarians and the more "advanced" rational religious approach of tutors
like Jowett. And the Oxford educational system of the day - together with its
specialist vocabulary of "exhibitions," Mods and Greats - is neatly demystified.
The annotations of the actual notebook contents arc painstakingly thorough
and effective. Higgins cross-references Hopkins's source material, providing
valuable extracts from authors and texts on which H opkins relied or with which
he attempted a dialogue. She also identifies useful connections to other relevant
essays and lecture notes, as well as to Hopkins's own correspondence, journals
and poetry; provides translations of foreign passages and phrases; glosses terms,
allusions, and contemporary events and personages; and highlights interesting
bibliographical features and obvious mistakes. This volume heralds a series that
will undoubtedly inform our understanding of educational processes and cultural
formation in the mid-Victorian period, while illuminating the workmanlike first
signs of Hopkins's unique creative-critical vision and voice.
BruneI University

NOTES
The Jourtla/s and Papers of Gaard Man/ey Hopkim. 2,,,1 ed. Ed. Humphry House and Graham
Storey (London and New York Oxford University Press,1959),138.
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Katc Hcxt
L ETGHTON, ANGELA. ON FORM: P OETRY, A ESTHE17C/SM, AND THE LEGACY OF A

WORD. OXFORD AND NEW YORK: OXFORD

UP, 2007. 304

PP.

ORM IS ONE OF THOSE CONCEPTS tha t we cannot do with
and cannot do without. It is the shape, frame , body, style, genre,
image, order, and mold of art, and much more besides. Yet while it
acts as the animating principle of art, its substance is nebulous - increasingly so,
perhaps, si nce the death knells of formali st criti cism.]
Apparently unperturbed by this, On Form: Poetry, Aestheticism, and the
Legacy of a Word by Angela Leigh ton begins with a challenge: "V/hat is form?"
H er response confronts the shadowy specter offo rm with grace and insight, under
no allusions that this slim volume will formulate a definitive answer. This study is,
rather, a "seri es of essays, attempts to read the ways in wh ich the oblique relations
of form and matter affect different texts" (28): "[it] will have its inequalities; its
infelicities; above all its final insecurity" (Pater qtd 28).
As 011 Form proceeds, its crude opening question is finessed and the book
becomes a study of how modern literary form came to express and define the
relations among beauty, knowledge, time and desire. It is a smdy that reflects
the dynamic namre of modern fo rm, in its own fo rm. It fljts with erudition
through an ambitious survey that spans from aestheticism and prose form to
Plath, Bishop, Stcvcnson and poetic for m. The chaptcrs arc defined by author, as
fo!Jows: "Touching Forms: Tennyson and Aestheticism," "Aesthetic Conditions:
Pater's Re -forming Style," "Seeing Nothing: Vernon Lee's G hostly Aes thetics,"
"Just a word: On \iVoolf," "'Yeats's Feet," "Wallace Stevens' Eccentric Souvenirs,"
"W.S. Graham: In the Mind's Ear," "Forms of Elegy: Stevenson, Muldoon , Hill,
Fisher,"" Elegies of Form: Bishop, Plath, Stevenson."
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This diverse, idiosyncratic history is not primarily interested in tracing
lines of influence or closely following developments in form; it is linked by
elective affinities to explore how form has been shaped by aestheticism. Waiter
Pater is not merely the beginning of this study; he is interwoven through
th is rich tapestry as the innovator of aesthetic form for its own irreverent
sake. The legacy of form, Leighton suggests, is inextricably linked with that
of Paterian aestheticism. The principle chapters on Pater will be familiar as
they are adapted from earlier articles, "Aesthetic Conditions: Returning to
Pater" in Transparencies of Desire and "Pater's Music" in The Journal of PreRaphaelite Studies, and though On Form is still worthwhile if you know these
articles, it may be useful to look to them for the expanded versions of the
ideas expressed here.
Pater's privileged place in On Form has two aspects. From the perspective
of the history of form, it picks up on Donoghue's argument that "[t]he part
of Aestheticism which should now be recovered [ ... ] is its concern for the
peculiarity of form in every work of art" (288). From the perspective of Pater
studies, Leighton suggests that his place in aesthetic history must be judged
on the basis of his contribution to form, not by his philosophical ideas, and she
seeks to develop the implications of this thesis by looking beyond criticism
of the last decade or so to Donoghue, Chai and Williams . His mus ical form,
she argues, shifts "context" to <!narratives," and because of this differently
conceived form, classical aesthetic philosophy "may leave him in a backwater
as far as the philosophical tradition is concerned" (77). On these terms he is,
as Leighton asserts, "one of the aesthetic's major theorists" (76), and the extent
of this contribution has yet to be fully recognized. Accordingly, the question
as one proceeds is whether this study succeeds in its ambition to rectify this
underappreciation, or at least to set the terms on which it may be rectified.
Leighton concentrates on how Pater marks a crucial moment for literary
form, as he appropriates art pour I 'art to signal removed, untouchable aesthetic
form, "rounded up into nothing but itself" (34). It is a prose "dedicated to
the sound of sound" (31), and as such its meaning is a beautiful nothing.
Leighron has said elsewhere that "Pater is good at musical nonsense" (2005,
67). Here, we see an expansion of this provocative point with the exploration
of how Paterian form attempts to liberate form from past matter, but it is in
truth saturated with the weighty matters of modernity.
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In esse nce, Leighton's main chapter on Pater seeks to explicate th e
philosoph ical tenets of this form, arguing that the for m of his prose instantiates
the fleeting moments of modernity. Am idst this stream, matter - truth, morality,
knowledge - is dissolved and the moti f of the relic enters na rrative to remind
us of thi s passage . This argum ent begins from the assertion that Pater's fo rm
reflects continuous time and the ep hemeral nature of each moment with in it.
Mo reover, it embodies the fate of truth in these co ndi tions: "th e concurrence,
renewed from mom ent to moment, of forces parting sooner or later on thei r
ways" (Pater 1998, 150). Taking the "Concl usion" to The Renaissance as her
central text, Leighton suggests that Pater's writing is like his evocation of
art here, "whi ch rescues , for nothing but its own enj oymen t, the moment as
it passes" (80). Thu s, "the woozy se ntences and the pu nn ing etymologies of
his words" eva porate meaning so that "[tJo write abo ut Pater is, in the end, to
write about styl e, about the si nuous musicality of hi s sentences, wh ich might
make se nse locall y in passing, but rarely add up to a creed" (78). So Pater's
only creed is its own fl eeti ngness, which, through its embod iment in his prose
form, seeks to challe nge the classical concept of knowledge. Paterian form
is cond itio ned by evolutionary form and musical form; each in fl ux, without
essence, and ultimately endi ng in nothing. The trope of the relic reiterates th at
thi s outcome bind s form to its mate rial condition s, try as it might to asp ire
beyond to etern ity. Examples fro m "Duke Carl of Rosen mold" sugges t th at the
relics evoked in Pate r's narratives symbolize those things "rcmai ndered from
the past" (93) , including language itself, "which recall s longingly, elegiacally,
an object which time has altered for good" (93).
And like a reli c, Pater returns again and again as Leighton's study evolves.
The analogy between nothingness and fo rm exp ressed by Pater in The
R enaissance is the thread th at brings us to Vernon Lee's "in ne r imagini ng" of
form, w hich is bri efly and insightfully measured agai nst hi s. And aga in in "the
whole wave and whisper of th e garden" that defines Woolf's formi and so it
conti nues. Nothingness is, in the end, what post-aesthetic ism form amoun ts
to, as they both bask in th e "hologram effect of being a thin g and an absence,
a sound and an emptiness, the te and not there" (263).
Leigh ton's study wears its learning lightly and e1egan tly - quali ties still too
rare in academ ic criti cism . This is not to say that there are not some problems.
The inherent drawback of focus ing on The R enaissance (and specifically on
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the "Conclusion" and the Mona Lisa passage) is th e difficulty of finding
fresh paths across this well-trammelled g round: this Leighton achieves well.
One can see that in choosing these passages, she is opening her study to a
broad readership, which is apt for the scope of her study. The negative side
of this familiar selectivity for scholars of Pater is the faint question it leaves
of whether this thesis may be really defended if it were expanded across, say,
Appreciations or "The Aesthetic Life."
One may also feel that certain assertions become too quickly and easily
assimilated as tenets of the argument - for example, the idea that the opening
paragraphs of the "Conclusion" se t the agenda for the status of matter in
Pater's aesthetic philosophy. As Carolyn Williams has pointed out (12-13),
the way Pater frames these comments is crucial, and when he introduces
their ephemeral, Idealist, evolutionary ideas as "the tendency of modern
thought" (150), he creates a space between him self and modern thought in
which to define his aesthetic. In other words, his response to these ideas is by
no means straightforward.
Neither is his form. One can but welcome a study that carefully asserts
Pater at the heart of an evolution in literary form, and Leigh ton's arguments
on such centrality is convincing and stimulating. Yet, for all that Pater's
se ntences meander musically through sense, I am left to be convinced that
they lose se nse in form. Leighton suggests that form "is what remains when
all the various somethings - matter content, message - have been got out of
th e way" (263). But it would be pernicious for critics of Pater (and no doubt
others) to accept this claim. Pater is emphatically not a purveyor of "musical
nonsensc."Thus should his form be understood alongside his meditations on
subjects such as phi losophy, epistemology, and modernity. In these discussions,
he shows himself to be a careful sc holar whose narratives attempt, albeit in
vain, to forge so me concrete understanding of the modern condition. Pater's
hau nting refrain returns again and again, and not only as relic.lt alters itself,
that is true, but it creates at the same time its own idiosyncratic eternity in
the fleeting moment. For this reason, there is more philosophical matter to
Pater's "musical nonsense" that one might be given to believe here. His ability
to modify what is meant by knowledge under the conditions of modernity
should not detract from his contribution to philosophical aesthetics. 2
These points fade in the context of th e who le achievement of this study. It
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will be for others to take up Pater's intellectualism, the complexity ofPaterian
time, and his individualism. It is asking too much to expect that these issues
be add ressed fully in On Form . The danger of a study with such broad scope,
conceived on the wisp of a nebulous subject, is that it too will amo unt to
nothing. But, like aestheticism, On Form is not nothing. A t its end, we are
no closer to determining L eighton's opening question: "wh at is form?" But
then that is not the book's point. Reviews of it have been almost unreservedly
excellent: it has been praised for being tactful, attentive, riveting, thoughtful
and elegant, and these judgements are well made. Ultimately, On Form exceeds
its modest aim to foray into fo rm. Its explorations of the se diverse stylists
are rich and thought-provoking. Ultimately, the inequalities, infelicities, and
insecurities of On Form do not undermine Leighton's success in putting form
to the fore of the critic's agenda.
University of Exeter

NOTES
1 Reflecting this idea, Linda Dowling observes, "there is a palpable sense ... that the scope and
energies of formali sl criticism are diminishing~ (" Foreword " x).
2 1 have expanded thi s point in "Recent Scholarship on Waiter Pater: 'Antithetical Scholar of
Understanding's End .· ..
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ESSAY

Kevin Oh i

The Queer Atavisms of Hippolytus

N "BARTLEBY, OR ON CONTI NGENCY,"Giorgio Agamben
describes a passage from the Theodicy ofLeibniz, whic h, co ntinuing
a story to ld in Lorenzo Va ll a's D e libero arbitrio, describes a "Palace
of Destinies, an immense pyramid that shines at its peak, ex tending infinitely
downwards," with "each of the innumerable apa rtm ents" displaying a
"possible wo rld that was never realized" (265).1"The pyramid of possible worlds,"
Agamben wr ites, represe nts for Leibniz the "divine in tellect .... God's mind
is the Piranesi-Iike prison or, rat her, the Egyptian mausoleum that, until th e
end of tim e, g uard s the image o f what was not , but could have be en."
Against Le ibniz's "pharisaic ... demiurge, who con templates all uncreated
possible worlds to take delight in his own si ng le choice," who "must close his
own ears to the incessant lamentation that, throug hout the infinite chambers
of th is Baroque inferno of potentiality, arises from everything that could
have been but was not," Agambe n counterpoises Melville's Bartleby. The
sc riven er who would prefe r not to contests "the retroactive unrealizability
of potential ity" (266) ; in the ter ms Agamben takes from Benjamin, Bartleby
brings out the capacity of"remembrance"to "redeem" the past: "reme mbrance
is neither what happened nor what di d not happen but, rather, their
potentialization, their becomi ng possible once again" (267). What Deleuze
hears as the "agrammaticaliry" of Bartleby's formula and Agamben hi ghlights
as its "anaphora absolutized to the point of los ing all reference ... an absolute
anaphora, spinn ing on itself, no longer referring either to a real objec t or
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to an anaphorized term: I would prefer not to prefer not to . . . " (255) marks
the "interruption of writing" (270) - that is, both Bartleby's interrupting
of writing by his giving up of copying and the "interruption" that writing
shelters within it to the precise extent that it is actualized: "On the writing
tablet of the celestial scribe, the letter. the act of writing. marks the passage
from potentiality to actuality, the occurrence of a contingency. But precisely
for this reason, every letter also marks the nonoccurrcnce of something" (68).2
Making manifest that "every letter is always in this sense a 'dead letter'" that
carries , within the actualization that sets it aside (that can thus not not be),
a potentiality that thereby consigns every uttera nce to a blank reflection on
its own taking place,3 Bartleby's formula "calls the past into question, recalling it - not simply to redeem what was, to make it exist again but, more
precisely, to consign it once again to potentiality, to the indifferent truth of
the tautology. 'I would prefer not to' is the restitutio in integrum of possibility,
which keeps possibility suspended between occurrence and nonoccurrence,
between the capacity to be and the capacity not to be" (267).'
1 would like to examine a similar mode of redemption in Pater's "Hippolytus
Veiled"to specify the paradoxical mode of historical transmission it adumbrates,
and to suggest that it might be understood in relation to the queer erotics of
Pater's aesthetics. s "Centuries of zealo us archaeology notwithstanding," that
"study from Euripides" begins, "many phases of the so varied Greek genius
are recorded fo r the modern student in a kind of shorthand only, or not at
all" (322).6 Continually foregrounded, then, is the imaginary qualiry of this
"imaginary portrait," the historical reconstruction, and frank conjecture, involved
in the recovery it presents. "Must have been," "we can hardly doubt," "as we
may fancy" : such terms and their cognates recur throughout the text. "This is
what irresistible fancy," Pater writes, "superinduces on historical developments,
themselves meager enough" (325 -6), What initially seems a problem specific to
the attempt of the "minutely systematic" modern student to recover a "Greek
culture" left woefully unobserved by preceding travelers starts to seem instead
a more generalized predicament. It is hard to imagine what past culture would
not be transmitted by "shorthand" if only fo r the simple rea son that no culture,
however mindful of its chroniclers to come, can transmit a code sufficiently
exhaustive to make legible what it has left behind. Time, by erasing contexts,
reveals as the shorthand they always were what texts it does not obliterate
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entirely. Pater's retelling of the story of Hippolytus is a meditation on historical
transmission and all that escapes it, the inevitable van ishing not just of times
and peoples and the gods they worshipped, but of the knowledges and texts that
might have supplied the context for gauging, or even registering, such a loss.
Thus, "the sentiment of antiquity is indeed a characteristic of all cultivated
people, even in what may seem the freshest ages, and not exclusively a humour
of our later world" (326) . Every culture arrives belatedly; even those that seem
to spring, unplan ted and spontaneously from the earth, are, in this sense,
"cultivated," and the presence to itself of any culture, however "fresh," continually
recedes from view. Originary freshness is an illusion born of belated ness, of a
temporal horizon hiding the already van ishing traces of what had gone before.
(" In those crumbling towns, as heroic life had lingered on into the actual, so,
at an earl ier date, the supernatural into the heroic. Like mist at dawn, the last
traces of its divine visitors had then van ished from the land" [326-7]; Pater
int imates that this structure repeats itself endlessly). ? The specific scene of
"Hippolytus Veiled" is the "early Attic deme-life" absorbed by the ascendancy
of Athens. Globalization avant la leitre, this amalgamation obliterates the
smaller forms of life that are nevertheless preserved as absorbed traces within
it: "Lingering on while Athens, the great deme, gradually absorbed into itself
more and more of their achievements, and passing away almost completely as
political factors in the Peloponnesian war, they were still felt, we can hardly
doubt, in the actual physiognomy of Greece" (323). Still felt - or so "we can
hardly doubt" - they thus linger on in their very obliteration. 8
The united preservation and loss is structu ral in yet anoth er sense. Pater
outlines a model of aft history reminiscent of the "Palace of Destinies":
Given any development at all in this manner, there must have
been phases of art, which, if immature, were also veritable
expressions of power to come, intermediate discoveries of
beauty, such as are by no means a mere anticipation, and
of service only as explaining historically larger subsequent
ach ievements, but of a permanent attractiveness in
themselves, being often, indeed, the true maturity of certain
amiable artistic qualities. (325)
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Intimated, I think, is a curiously (and appealingly) reticulated model of art
history; history conceals an interconnected network of nonetheless unrelated,
plural d evelo pments. Philogeny may, in Pater's rendering ofhisrory as individual
development, recapitulate ontogeny, but o nly insofar as on togeny, too, shelters
within it multiple uncoordinated and not necessarily hierarchically organized
developments. (To be out of synch with oneself is to be alive.) "Development"
(of a histo ry, as of an artist) is thus an illusion of limited perspective; lost to
view are the innumerable forms of develop ment - sta rtings out and eorn ings
to "amiable" maturity - that merely intersect (or indeed are entirely skew to)
the line of history. The past is in thi s se nse "irrecoverable" because of all of
the innumerable unrealized worlds that, at any given moment, were possible
bur did not come to be .
Pater signals t he reconstruction necessary to bring suc h unrealized
worlds into view: "there must have been." Moreover, the intimated model
of reticulated deve lopments emerges, as if in retrospect, from a sentence
that initially subordinates it to a "larger" developmental scheme. "Veritable
expressions of power to come" and "intermediate discoveries of beauty"
initially seem to describe moments on the way toward "historically larger
achievements"; only with "such as are by no means a mere anticipation"
are those '~intermed i ate discoveries" as it were de- subordinated, fracturing
perspective by multiplying the end poi nts relative to which they might be
said to be intermediate. T h e "power to come" thcn likewise seems removed
from a teleology, naming not a power to be constituted once a specific Iinc of
development has come to fru ition but a power that is itself an anticipation
abstracted from any particular outcome, indeed from any outcome at all - a
power, we might therefore say, of potentiality.
Such, it seems to me, is the model of histo ry that frame s "Hippolytus
Veiled. " "Frame," however, doe sn't do justi ce to the rela tion of that model to
the narrative of Hippolytus that is - in various, complex ways - intertwined
with it.Thus, the absorption ofloeal forms of worship and their autochthonous
deities (figured , for Hippolytus, by Artemis) by the ascendant Athenians and
their gods determines the story that also allegorizes it (the rivalry of Artemis
and Aphrodite both determines the boy's fate [as it does in Euripidesl and
allegorizes a historical situation). As a so n of th e Amazons and a worsh ipper
of vanishing gods, "this creature of an al ready van ished world" (337) himself
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represents the lovely creatures, "innocent things" destined, as Pater wryly puts
it, to be improved "off the face of the earth," and , evokes, with them, the
regret we might fe el fo r "something that could never be brought to life again"
(327). The chastity and you thful restrain t emphasized by Euripides make
Hippolytus, for Pater, also a figure for the dawn of art hisrory.' "Fired by
certain fragments of its earlier days, of a beauty, in truth, absolute, and vainl y
longing fo r more," we read,
th e student of Greek scul pture indulges the thought of an ideal
of youthful energy therein, yet withal of youthful self-restraint;
and again, as with survivals of old religion, the privileged home,
he fancies, of that ideal mllst have been those venerable Attic
townships, as to a large extent it passed away with them. (325)
In the model of art histo ry Pater takes from H egel, thi s freshness marks
the perfect accord of form and content before the fa ll into the perplexities
of self-consciousness. 10 True, perhaps, to that model, where sllch an accord
can be posited only from the belated perspective of Romanti c inwardness,
the freshness Hippolytus embodies in his chaste body is, self-consciously,
a reco nstruction: those vanished Attic townships, "he fancies, ... must have
been" the "privileged home" of that ideal - a conclusion drawn, moreover,
solely on the evidence of a passing away.
Hippolytus, moreover, is not only the vanished past; he is also the
historici zing reader. "Through much labor," we read , "at length he comes {Q
the ve ritab le story of her birth" (332); "ar home, .... he is still the student, still
ponders the old writings which tell of his divine patroness" (336). The worship
of this goddess - and her survival - is figured, from the outset, by a book:
But safely roofed beneath the sturdy tiles of gray H ymettus
marble, upon the walls of th e little square recess enclosing th e
deserted pedestal, the series of crowded image ries, in the devout
spirit of earlier days, were eloquent concerning her. Here from
scene to scene, touched with silver among the wild and human
creatures in dun bro nze, with the moon's disk around her head,
shrouded closely, the goddess of the chase still glided mysti cally
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through all the varied incidents of her story, in all the detail of
a written book.
A book for the delighted reading of a scholar, willing
to ponder at leisure, to make his way surely, and understand.
(331)
The passage enacts the equivocal preservation-in-Ioss that marks Pater's sense
of historical continuity throughou t his writings in its hesitation between figural
and literal registers. One hesitates, in other words, over the figural status of this
"book," which seems, as the scholar begins to read and ponder it at hi s leisure, to
be more than a figurc,just as the rendering of the goddess's continued life seems
to equivocate on how literally to take it: is she' as if alive in the an that depicts
her, or is she in fact still alive there (perhaps insofar as her life has ever been in
her artistic rendition, and the worship it marks)? That "still glid ed," moreover, is
in the past tense further leaves one to wonder about the perspective from which
it is past; in the narrative we read, she perseveres as past, survives as vanished.
The figural transformations - from eloquent imageries to a "book" for delighted
reading - re nder th is equivocal form of historical persistence.
The uncertain figural status of this book presents in miniature a whole series
of si milar hesitations - hesi tati ons that might be ranged under th e heterogeneous
"genre" of the imag inary portrait. As Hippolytus himself becomes a reader of an
uncertain text, troubled, not least, is the effort of a reader of"Hippolytus Veiled"
to assert a stable distance between himself and a literary "object," rendering the
text both irrecove rable and curiously insinuating - the structure, in brief, th at
makes aesthetic experience eroti c for Pater. Similar suc h wave rings are explici t
in the text. Embedded in a text that is part essay, part myth, and part sto ry,
Hippolytus, for instance, is not just an allegory fo r his place in various histories,
and fo r his rendering by a text; he is also a character, and Pater's version of the
story expands on his sources both in its psychological elaboration and in the
historical transformation his tale is made to represent. Pater's text also refuses to
subordinate one project to the other: to make character allegory, for instance, or
to understand historical transformation in narrative terms driven by character.
One is therefore struck by the interlocking series of repetitions that structure
the text as a whole. Framed by th e question of historical transmission, the
story of Hippolytus - itself a narrative of transmission (of curses, paternal and
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maternal, of an Amazon past, and so on) - presents a se ries of narratives that
cu ri ously repeat onc another, and the "lingering on" of various figures into
times not their own appears, in relation to the pasts they commemorate and
in relation to one another, as vestiges or Lingering atavisms or the products of
parthenogenesis . In this story of irrecoverable pasts, everythin g nevertheless
reappears, as jf by an atavistic fatality. Thus the tal e's maternal rivalries are also
repetitions. Antiope-Phaedra, A ntiope-Artemis, Artemis-Aphrodite: these
rivalries for the love of Hippolytus repeat each other, but also intersect and,
articulated on their ow n terms, resist any precise superimposition. Similarly,
Hippolytus's own story is also that of the Amazons, as, for that matter, is the
story of Artemis - she likewise a savage virgin to be "improved" away by the
imperial ambitions of Theseus. Ant iope, too, seems a virgin mother, and the
resurgence of her maternal instinct is itself a vestige: "the heart-strings would
ache still where the breast had been cut away" (328). That maternal instinct thus
also renders the various historicallingeri ngs-on, and the meanings an d desires
that unfold from readings of shorthand . Pater's versio n of Artemis's birth
- she becomes the daughter of Demeter rather than Leto - likewise hesitates
between personal predicament and an allegorical rendering of belated ness: uthe
late birth into the world of this so shadowy daughter was somehow identified
with the sudden passing into Hades of her first-born, Persephone" (332-3) . A
belatedness in which birth and a "passing into H ades" are "somehow identified":
this is the birth, too, of Hippolytus out of the vanishing of the Amazons, and of
Athens' greatness in its absorption of early Attic deme-life.
To my mind, the proliferating repetitions in the text - as Pater transforms
Euripides'tale of Aphrodite's wrath to a reced ing series of Pieta after Pieta - point
less to the consolidation of history under a single model (as anticipations
or recollections of the death and resurrection of Jesus, for example) than to a
series of cells - like rooms in the Palace of Destinies. l f Hippolytus is a queer
figure - it seems not impossible that Pater was drawn, in part, to a beautiful boy
who, in his fierce loyalty to his virgin mother "never noticed women" (as Edith
Hamilton dryly puts it), and his chastity, whatever else it does, also allows
o ne to dwell at ravished length on his physical beauty - it is perhaps less for
the easily adduceable thematic reasons than for the structure of non -linear,
non-teleological transmission he embodies (atavism or parthenogenesis, but not
inheritance). l1 His virgin birth seems important less for its anticipation of Christ
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than for the ways it ljberates transm ission from procreation, recovery from

presence, development from teleo logy. And just as, in Pater's account, the
story of These us - and his curse - recedes from view, de-emphasizing the paternal
inheritance so important to earlier versions, the proliferation of maternal relati ons
links maternal grief less to individual development than to a more generalized
structure of atavistic fatality and recovery-through - Ioss . Hippolytus's very
beauty - "Healthily white and red, he had a marvelous air of discretion about
him ... , as if he never could be anyth ing but like water from the rock, or the
wildflowers of the morning, or the beams of the morning star turned to human
flesh" (339) - in its embodiment of the freshness of classical art, links Moses
(Exodus 17; Psal ms 78 and 105), who will not be suffered to enter the promised
land, to furcmi s, born ("in sorrow") from Demeter in the "rock-hewn cubicle of
the inner chamber" (332).
The end of the text in this sense refuses resurrection, leaving H ippolytus,
like the Amazons, to exert the "prerogative of poetic protest/' and to survive
thereby (327). That paradoxical survival is enacted, at the cnd, by Anriope, and

by a curious narrative hiatus. Tangled in the reins of his chariot, H ippolytus is
dragged home - his body, as Ovid writes, "one wound" (M etamorphoses XV) "till he lay at length, grey and haggard, at the rest he had longed for dimly amid
the buffeting those murderous stones, hi s mother watch ing impassibly, sunk at
once into the condition she had so long antic ipated."Then, after a break in the
text, Pater adds this epilogue:
Later legends [sic) breaks a supernatural light over th at great
desolation, and would fain relieve the reader by introducing the
kindly Asclepius, who prese ntly restores the youth to life, not,
however, in the old form or under familiar conditions, To her,
surely, counting the wounds, ... telling over the pains which had
shot through that dear head now insensible to her touch ... ,
that would have been no more of the solace than if, according
to the fanc), of Ovid, he flourished still, a little deity, but under
a new name and veiled now in old age, in the haunted Grove of
Aricia, far from his old Attic home, in a land which nad never
seen him as he was. (342)
Pater's elastic syntax leaves unclear, perhaps, who has "sunk": to resolve it might
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depend on one's sense of whose death - her own, or her son's - Antiope has long
anticipated. Grammatically and thematically, the answer is probably "he,"which
mi gh t resolve, too, any threat of incohere nce in th e mother's coming back
to life to count over her son's wounds. And yet th e wavering, however brief, is
there. The entire "imaginary portrait" might be said to take shape in the hiatus
between a narrative (if only waveringly present) for which the mother "sunk at
once into the condition she had so long anticipated" and th e evocation of what
"would have been" to "her, surely, coun ting over the wounds." The tex t's series
of self-conscious reconstructions - the lost histori es that "must have been" - are
here rendered as a dead mother's grief for her dead so n, a family tree th at, by
leading nowhere, leads to everything that could have been. Lost, and thereby
brought into view, is the miracle of a beautifu l male body: the chaste beauty of
Hippolytus (c hastity, Antiope rema rks twice, being a so rt of death ) stands
in for the queer mode of transmission of this text, for the way that Hippolytus,
like Bartleby, comes to redeem not what was but what was not. The closing
sentence is extraordinarily moving, but also filled with a curiously thrilling sense
of possibility, because it presents its own Palace of Destinies, describing the
mother who, if she were alive, would find no more consolation in one revival than
in another, leaving us to wonder whether our exile in a land - ours, among many
others - that has never seen him as he was is not, finally, where his beauty can
most shine for us "like water from the rock, or the wild flowers of the morning,
or the beams of the morning star turned to human fles h."
Boston University

NOTES
1 Giorgio Agamben, ~Bartleby, or On Contingency," in Potentialities: Collected Essays in Philosophy,
edited and translated by Daniel HeJler- Roazen (S tanford: Stanford UP. 1999),243-7 1.
2 Gilles Deleuze, "Bartleby; or, The Formula, ~ Essays Critical and Clinical, trans. Dan iel W. Smith
and Michael A. Grew (M inneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 1997),68-90. "Precise/y/or this reason":
a consequence, in Agamben's account, of Aristotle's definition of potentiality: ~A thing is said to
be potential if, when the act of which it is said to be potential is realized, there will be nothing
im potenrial" (Metaphysics, 1047 a 24-26; quoted in Potentialities, 264) . Th ese "last three words,"
Agamben writes, do nOt mean ~there will be nothing impossible"; "the)' specify, rather, the
condition in which potentiality - which can both be and not be - can realize itself .... \lVhat is
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potential can pass over into actuality only at the point at which it sets aside its own potential not
to be, , .. when nothing in it is potential not to be and ... when it can, therefore, not not -be" (264) .
Actuality, as Daniel Hcllcr-RoaZCll writes, is thus "nothing other than the self-suspension of
potentiality, the mode in which Being can not not be.""Editor's Introduction," Potentialities, 21.
3 As HeJlcr-Roazen writes, "we have seen that Agamben's analysis of potentiality leads to the
recognition that actuality is nothing other than the self-suspension of potentiality, the mode in
which Being can not not be. The same must be said of the potentiality consti tutive of language: like
all potentiality, it is not effaced but rather fulfilled and completed in the passage to actuality. Actual,
accomplished reference is the refore not the elimination of the purely expressible dimension of
language; instead, it is the form in which the potentiali ty of language, capable of not not referring,
passes wholly into actuality in referring to some th ing as such. Every utterance, every word is, in
this sense, a mode in which the thing itself exists; every enunciation, of any kind, is Simply a manner
in which the po tentiality of language resolves itself, as such, into actuality... every utterance is in
essence nothing other than the irreparable exposition of the 'thing itself,' the very taking place of
language as the potentiality for expression .""Editor's Introduction," Potentialities, 21.

4 On the "indifferent truth of the tautology," see Agamben 264.
5 On the queer erotics of Pater's aesthetics , and for a detailed account of how I understand his
model of aesthetic spectatorship, see my "Doomed Creatu res of Immature Radiance: Renaissance,
D eath, and Rapture in Waiter Pater," Inn ocence and Rapture: The Erotic Child in Pater, Wilde,james,
and NaboROV (New York: Palgrave, 2005),13 - 60. The various coalescences and disjunction s that
mark Pater's understanding of the experience of viewing a work of art make that experience
queer; the dynam ic that Innocence and Rapture finds in Pater's descriptions of aesthetic experience
could be compared to a simila r alternation structuring Carolyn Williams's understanding of
Pater's "aesthetic historicism" in Transfigured World - a book to which my argument here is also
indebted in its descriptions of a method that continually recurs to an original context at once
irrecuperable and essential to aesthetic meaning. For a reading (very congenial to the reading of
transmission presented here) of Pater's diaphanous selves that reconsiders the politicS of a SOrt
of failed subjectivity in queer theory, sce Heather Love, "Forced Exile; Waiter Pater's ~eer
Modernism," in Rebecca Walkowitz and D ouglas Mao, eds., Bad Modernisms (Durham: Duke
UP, 2006),19-43. The argument here is also indebted in many ways to Daniel Heller-Roazen,
Echolalias: On the Forgetting 0/ Language (B rooklyn : Zone Books, 2005).
6 Pater, "Hippolytus Veiled" (from Imaginary Portraits), in William E. Buckler, ed ., Waiter Pater:
Three Major Texts (New York: New York UP, 1986),322-42.
7 This is, of course, the same structure as that of the opening sentence of j'v1arius: "As, in the
triumph of Christianity, the old religion lingered latest in the country, and d ied out at last as bur
paganism ... so, in an earlier century ... " Marius the Epicurean: His Sensations and Idt!as (Ne w
York: Penguin Books, 1985),37.
8 On this structure, see Innocence and Rapture, espeCially 35 -50, 57-60. See abo Ellis Han son,
"Pater Dolorosa," Decadence and Catholicism (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1997), 169-228, and
Williams, Transfigured U0rld.
9 On rhe eroticism of such figures, see Inn ocence and Rupture, 30-2.
10 I discuss this Hegelian model in innocence and Rapture, 27 -32; 37-46.
11 Edith Hamilton, Mythology (Boston : Little, Brown and Company, 1942), 220 .
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RESOURCES

Les ley H iggins

A WaIter Pater Webliography

HIS WEBLIOGRAPHY was first presented at the conference of the
International Walter Pater Society at Rutgers University,July 2007. We
are including it in fuJJ for th e first time here, in part to advertise its
availability, in full, on our newly launched Pater NewsletterlIVVPS website , <http://
www.paternewsletter.org> . All the headings, subheadings, and site addresses listed
here will be included on the website with full ljn king capabilities. Of course, the

Webliography will never be complete, but it will be updated frequently. For the
version presented here, annotations are provided when necessary.
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PRIMARY SOURCES

MANUSCRIPTS
Bodleian Library, Oxford University
http://www.bodley.ox.ac. uk
Houghton Library, Harvard University
http://hcl. harvard. edu/libraries/

PUBLISHED BOOKS
The web site organized by Alfred j. Drake compiles the earliest editions
of Pater's prose.
http://www. victorianprose.org
http://w\vw.ajdrake.com/etextslindex.htm?author_pa ter.htm

BIBLIOGRAPHIES OF PRIMARY TEXTS
Victorian Prose Archive
http://\vww. victorianprose.orgl

E-TEXTS BY PATER
Project Gutenberg Titles for Pater
http:// onli ne books.li brary. u penn. edu/web bin/gu tboo kI
author?namc=Pater%2C%20Walter%2C%201839-1894
Appreciations (1910 edition)
http:/hNww.victorianprose.org/
Marius the Epicurean, 2 vols. (1885 and 1910 editions)
http:// www. victorianprose.orgl
Conclusion to The Renaissance
http: //www.subir.com/pater/ renaissance/co nclusion. h tml
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Preface to The Renaissance
http://www.subir.com/pater/renaissance/preface.htm 1

The Renaissance (1873, 1877, 1901, and 1910 editions)
http://\V\vw. victo ri anprose.orgl
"Wordsworth"

http://www.subir. eom/pateclwordsworth.html

SECONDARY SOURCES

GENERAL INFORMATION
Cambridge History o/English and American Literature - Pater entry

http://www.bartleby.eomI224/0317.html
"Art vs. Aestheticism: the Case of Waiter Pater," by Roger KimbaIJ,
focuses on Aestheticism and Decadence.
http://www.neweriterion.eom/arehive/13/may95/pater.htm#baek1
"Waiter Pater". CLBTQ Encyclopedia
http://www.glbtq.eom/literature/pater_w.html
General Pater informa tion plus links to man y of his e- texts
http://www.subir. eom/pater/
Literary Encyclopedia entry

http ://www.liteneye.com/p hpl speop le. ph p ?ree= tru e&UID= 5 073
Literary HistolY a collection of links to essays on Pater

http://www.literaryhistory.com/19thC/PATER.htm
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Google Books edition of Harold Bloom's Selected Writings of Waiter
Pater. Enter full author name and title to retrieve book.

http://books.google .com/
Victorian Web entry
htt p://www.victorianweb.org/authors/pater/paterov.htm 1
Waiter Pater: A Portrait - From Critical Kit-Kats by Edmund Gosse, 1903
http://www.pseudopodium.org/repress/gosse/walter-patera-portrait.html

Google Books edition of John ]. Conlon's Waiter Pater and the French
Tradition. Enter full author name and tit~e to re trieve book.
http://books .google. coml
Wikipedia entry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilWalter_Pater

RELATED TOPICS

AESTH ETIC ISM
"Aestheticism," GLBTQ Encyclopedia
h rrp :/ /www.glbtq.com/li tera tu re/ aes theticism. h tm l
"Aestheticism Style Guide." British Galleries. V&A Museum

h (rp:/ / www.vam .ae. uk/vas (a tiel microsi tes/b ri tish_galleries/bg_

styles/Style08a/homepage.ht ml
General information from Wikipedia

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aestheticism
Victorian Web: a thorough introduction to Aes thetes and D ecaclents includes authors, themes, politics, imagery and visual arts
http ://www. victorianweb.org/ decadence/ decadentov.html
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ANCIENT GREEK HISTORY AND CIVILIZATION
"Ancient Greece." The British Museum
http://www. ancientgreece.co.ukl
Ancient Greece by University Press Inc.
http: //v.,rv,;vl/.anc ientgreece.com/s/Main_Page/

Classical Myth: The Ancient Sources - University of Victoria

http://web.uvic.ca/grs/bowman/myth/index.h tml
Overview of Classical Greek Hi story from Mycenae to Alexander by
Thomas R. Martin
http://WW\v. perseus. tu ft, .ed ul cgi -bi nl ptext ?doc= Perseus%3 A
text%3A1999 .04.0009&layout=&loc= l&query=toc
University of Pennsylvania - Ancient Greek World

http://www.museum.upenn.edu/greek_world/Index.html
Washington State University -links to resources related to all aspects of
Ancient Greece

http://www.wsu.edu/-dee/GREINRES.HTM
"Ancient Greece." Wikipedia
http://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancienc Greece

ANCIENT ROME AND ROMAN CULTURE
"Ancient Rome ." British Museum
http://www.b riti sh museum. org/ explore/wor Id_c ui tu res/europe/
anciencrome.aspx
"Ancient Rome." Encarta

http://en carta.msn.com /encyclopedia_761552589/attic le. h tm I
"Ancien t Rome." Wikipedia entry

http://encarta .m sn.com/encyclopedia_761552589/artic Ic. h tm I
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BBC site on Ancient Rome

http://www.bbc.co. uklhistory/ancient/ romans/
"Epicurus (342-270 B.C.E.) and Victorian Aesthetes" by William
Terpening, published on the Victorian Web
http:// www.victorianweb. 0 rgl decadence/ epicurus. h tm l

ANCIENT ROME - MARCUS AURELIUS
"Marcus Aurelius." On line Encyclopedia of Roman Emperors
http://www.rom an -em pefors. 0 rgl ma.rea UL h tm

The Meditations by Aurelius, trans. George Long
http:// classics .mit.edulAntoninus/meclitations.html
Project Gutenberg - Works by Aurelius at Project Gutenberg

http://www. gu ten berg. 0 rg/b rowse/ au thors/ m#a 998
Wikipedia entry

http:// en. wiki pedi a.org/ wiki/Marcus_Aurelius

ARCHAEOLOGY
Archaeology: An Introduction - an onlinc companion. By Keven Grecne,
University of Newcastle

h rrp:! / www.staff.nel .ae.uklkevin .greene/wil1tro/

Archaeology Online

http://www.online-archaeology.co. ukl
BBC Ar'chaeology Page

http://www.bbc. co.u klhisto ry/ arch aeology/
Wikipedia entry

http:// en. wikipedia .org/wiki/Archeology
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CLASSICAL STUDIES
"Cla ss ical Studies." Voice oJ the Shuttle. Numerous links to classical
stud ies resources

http://vos .lIcsb.ed u/ b rowse.as p lid = 2708
Online Medicval and C lassical Library. Ed. Douglas Ki llings. Berkeley
Digita! Library
http:// su n site. berke!ey.ed ul 0 MACLI

FOLKLO RE AND MYTHOLOGY
Encyclopedia Mythica - links to more than 7000 articles
http ://www. pantheon.orgl

"Folklore, Myth and L egend" - The Children, Literature Web Guide by
David K. Brown, University of Calgary
http ://w...w.ucalga ry.ca/- d kB rownl storfo l k. h rml
Folklore and Mythology Electronic Texrs. D. L. Ashliman
http://www.pitt.edu/-das h/folktexrs.h tml
General Folklore and Mythology - A se ries of lin ks to folklore and
mythology sites
http: //www. pibburns.com/mythgene.htm
Theoi Greek Mythology - Guide to Greek gods and myths
h up:// W'NW. th eo i. com/

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE
A Digital Archive of Gothic Architecture - Part of A Digitial Archive
Europea n Architectu re by Professor Jeffrey Howe at Bosto n College
http://wlVw.bc.edu/bc_org/avp/cas/fnart/a rch/gothi c_arch. html

of
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"Gothic Architecture." Great Buildings Onlinc - Links to detailed
information about many examples of Gothic architecture

http://www.grcatbuildings .com/types/ style si gothic. h tml
"Gothic Art and A rchitecture." International World J-fistory Project - detailed

history and photos
http://history- world.org/gothic_arcand_a rchi tectu re. h tm
Wikipedia entry
http: //e n.wikipedia.org/ wiki/ Gothic_architecture

P RE - RAPHAELITES
"Literary Aspects ofPre- Raphaelitism." Cambridge History ofEnglish and
American Literature

http:// www.barrleby.com/223 / 0501.html
Metropolitan Museum of Art - Timeline of Art History entry for the

Pre- Rap haelites
http://www.metm useum.org/roah/hd/praflhd_praf.htm
Victorian Web overview by George Landow that includes information on the
members, themes, subjects, paintings, a gallery and related links

http:// www.vicrorianweb. 0 rgl pai n ti ngl prblprbov. h tml
Website oflinks to all things Pre- Raphaelite organized by Risto Hurmalainen.
It includes links to general information, to information on individual members,
to the women in the paintings, as well as to museums and galle ries that house
the wo rks.

http:// www.dlc.fi/- hurmari/preraph .htm
Wikipedia entry

http://en .wikipedia.org/wiki/Pre- Raphaelite_Brotherhood
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PHILOSOPH I CAL TOP I CS

AUGUSTE COMTE
"Auguste Comtc." The History of Economic Thought
http://cepa.newschool.edu/het/profiles/corn te. h tm
"Auguste Comte." The Sociology Ring- Angus Bancroft and Sioned
Rogers, Unive rs ity of Cardiff
http: //www.cf.ac . u kI socs i/ u ndergrad ua te/i n tro soc/com tc. h t ml
"Comte and Pos itivi sm." Victorian Web: Comte and Positivism

http://www.victorianweb.org/ philoso phy/co rnte .html
W ikipedia entry

http ://e n.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auguste_Comte

GEORG WI LHELM F RIED RI C H HEGEL
Illustrated liege! Biography

http://hcgel. net/en/hegclbio.h tm
Internet Encycll1j><dia ofPhilosophy entry for H egel - includes links and commentary

http://www.iep.utm.cdu/ h/ hegelsoc .htm
Marxist Internet Arc hive page for Hegel
h up :/ /vvww. m arxists .o rg/ re fere nce/arch ive/heg el/ i ndex. h tm

Stan!ord Encyclopedia of Philosophy entry
http: // plato. stan ford. ed ul en tries/ h ege 11
Wikipedia entry
http:// en. wi kipcdia.org/wiki/H egel
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HERACLITUS
'lhe Fragments of Heroclitus - translated by G. T. W. Patrick (1889)
http: //www.classicpersuasion.org/ pw/ heracli(us/herpare.htm
Heraclitus- by Prof. James E. Mahon (Washington and Lee University)
http: // home. wlu.edul -mahonjl Ancien ,-Philosophersl
Hcracl itu s.htm

'Heraclitus." 'lhe Internet Encyclopedia ofPhilosophy
http://www.utm.edu/ resea rch/ icp/ h/ heraclit.htm
"Heraclitus." Stanford Encyclopedia ofPhilosophy
http:// plato. stanford. edul en tries/ heracli tu si

Wikipedia entry
http://e n. wikipedia.org/wiki/ H eraclitus

IMMAN UEL KANT
"l mmanuel Kant."The Procecdings of the Fresian School
http://www.friesian.com/kan t.htm
Kant and Kantian Ethics page

http :// e thics.sandiego.edul theories/kan tl
"Kant." Philosophy Pages
http:// www.philosophypagcs. com/ ph/ka nt.htm
Kant on the Web - includes links

[0

Kanr's works, other useful Kant sites

http ://www.hkbu.edu.hkl- ppp/ Kant.html
"Kant and the Project of Enlightenment," by Curtis Bowman

http://www.phil. u pen n .ed ul -cubowm a n/ kan t. h tml
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North American Kant Society - many useful links
http://www. sand iego. ed ul naksl

Wikipedia entry
http: //e n. wikipedia.org/wikill mman ue l_Kant

P LATO AND PLATONISM
Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy entries
http://www.iep.utm.edu/p/plato.h tm
http://www.iep.utm.edu/ p/platopol.htm
"Plato: Complete Works." Elpenors Home of/he Greek WOrd
http://www.elIopos.net/elpenor/greek-texts/ancient-greece Iplatol
PlatoGeek. Bibliography of books by and about P lato
http:// platogeek.com/

StanJord Encyclopedia ofPhilosophy entry for Plato
http://plato.stan ford .edul entr ies/platol
Wikipedia entry
http:// en .wikipedia.org/wiki/ P lato

PRE- SOC RATI CS

Internet Encyclopedia ofPhilosophy entry
http ://www. iep.utm .ed u/g/greekphi.htm
Pre-Socratics Page
http: //\\'W\v. presocra tics . org/

"Presocratic Philoso phy." Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
htt p:// p la to.stanford .edul en triesl presocra t icsl
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Washington State University Pre-Socratic Philosophy Page
http://www.wsu.edu:8001l-dee/CREECE/PRESOC.HTM
Wikipedia entry

http:// en .wiki pedia. org/wi ki/Pre - S ocra tics

LITERARY TOPICS

NINETEENTH-CENTURY JOURNA LS
Internet Library of Early Journals - Digital library of 18 th and 19 d1 century
journals by the Universities of Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester and Oxford

http://www.bodley.ox.ac. uklile jl
Nineteenth-Century Serials Edition -

Project in progress to digitize six

19,h-century journals and newspapers by Birkbeck College, King's College,
and British Library
http://www.ncse.kcl.ac.uklindex.html
Science in the Nineteenth Century Periodical - Sixteen 19 th-century journals

http://www.sciper.org/
Victorian Periodicals: Aids to Research, a selected bibliography, prepared

by Rosemary T. Van Arsdel
http://victorianresearch .0 rgl periodicals. h trul
Victorian Research Web - Patrick LeafY, Indiana University

http ://victor ianresearch .org/
Victorian Web overview of popular Victorian periodicals, compiled

P. Landow
http://www.victorianweb.org/periodicals/periodicals.html

by George
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Yellow Book. 1890's Hypermedia Archive from Ryerso n University,
edited by Denni s D enisoff and Lorraine Janzen Koo istra, fea turing the
Yellow Book Archive online. I t includes all 13 volumes of the Yellow Book,

available as PDF, OCR, or TXT.
http://wyvw.ryerson.ca/18 90s1

GENERAL LITERARY STUDIES
Eart/eby.com - E-texts, free of charge
http://vvww.bartl eby. com/
The Literary Ellcyclopedia. Billie 1nman has co ntri buted several Paterrelated essays. A membership fee is requi red, however.
www.L itencyc.com

"Literatu re-In English ." Voice of the Shuttle
http://vos .ucsb. edu/browse.asp? id= 3
Literature On The Web - includ es guides to online resou rces fo r the
followin g time periods: Ancie nt; Medieval; Rena issan ce; Romanti cism;
E ightee nth-, Nineteenth- , and Twentieth-centuries.
http://,,V\vvv. zeroland .co.nz/li tera ture. h tm l#gc ne ral

PATER ' S "CIRCLES"

GENERAL
Pater's li tera ry relations - Victorian U&b
http://w,,vw.victorianweb.org/authors/pater/litrel.html

36
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SIDNEY COLVIN
The Correspondence ofJames McNeill Whistler - biographical information

and bibliography on Colvin by Professor NigelThorp
hrrp:llwww.whistler.arts.gla.ac.uklbiog/Colv_S.htm
Wikipedia entry
http://en.wiki pedia.org/wiki/S idney _ Colvi n

EDMUND GOSSE
Cosse's "portrait" of Pater

http://www.pseudopodium.org/repress/gosse/walter-patera-porrrait.html
National Portrait Gallery - links to Cosse's paintings

http://www.npg.org.ukllive/search/person.asp?linkID=mp01835
Poetry Archive bibliography for Cosse - includes links to his poetry, crit.icism,
and plays
http://www.poetry-archive.com/g/gosse_ edmund_bibliography.h tml
Wikipedia entry
http://en. wiki pedia.org/wiki/Edmund_ Gosse
Yale University Archives

http://webtcxt.library.yale.edulxm12htmVbeinecke.gosse.nav.html

T.H . GREEN
j1;JcMaster University, Economics Dept - Links to Green's Lectures on the

Principles of Political Obligation
http://socserv.mcmaster.cal econ/ugcm/31131green!
Stanford Encyclopedia ofPhilosophy entry
http: //plato.stanford.edulentrieslgreen!
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Wikipedia ent ry

http://e n.wikipedia.org/wikVTH._Green

GERARD MANLEY HOPKINS
Bartleby.com - On li ne texts of Hopkins poems

http://www.bartleby.com/1221
<i Hopkins." Victorian Web

http://www.victori anweb.orglaurhors/hopki nslgmhov. html
1he Humanities Web - biographical information and links

http://www.humaniriesweb.org/ human.ph p's=l&p=c&a=b&JD=30
Wikipedia entry
http ://en. wi kipedia.org/wikilGerard_Manley_H opki ns

VERNON LEE (VIOLET PAGET)
(Pater wrote a review ofVernon Lee'sJuvenilia)

The British Instinlte of Florence: Vernon Lee Library. The library houses 350
books from her library
http: //www.britishinstihlte .itlen/ library/ archive_ve rnonJee.html
glb/g: An Encyclopedia of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer

Culture: Biography of Lee
http://www.glbtq.comlli terature/lee_v. html
The Literary Goth ic entry for Lee - including her texts, as well as several

li nks to biographical and literary li nks
http://www.litgothic.com/Authors/vem on_lee. html
Project Gutenberg titles avail able for Vernon Lee

http://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edulwebbin/gu tbooksaurhor?name=
Lee% 2C%20Vernon%2C%201856-1935
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Wikipedia entry

http://en .wikipedia.org/wiki/Vernon_Lee
GEORGE MOORE
"George Meore." Princess Grace Irish Library

http://www.pgil-eirdata.orglhtmJIpgil_datasetslauthorslmlMoore.Georgel
life.htm
Victorian Literary Studies Archive - Hyper concordance of Moo rc's major works
http://victorian.lang.nagoya-u.ac.jp/concordance/moore-gl
Wikipedia entry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Moore_Cnovelist)

JOHN HENRY NEWMAN
"Newman." Catholic Encyclopedia entry

http://www.newadvent.org/cathenl!0794a.htm
Newman Reader by The National In stitute for Newman Studies. A
comprehensive site with links to works) biographic information, and more

http:// www.newmanreader.org/
Wikipedia entry
http://en.wiki pedia.org/wiki/J ohn_Henry_Newman

DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI
Exhibition in Liverpool-link to more than 170 works
http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org. uklwalkerlexhibitions!rossettil

Rossetti Archive - includes searchable texts) and his paintings
http://www. rossettiarchive.org/
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Victorian Web entry for Rossetti - including works, literary relations, and
gender matters

http://www.victorianweb.org/authors/dgrldgrov.html
Wikipedia entry
http://en .wi kipedi a.org/wikilDante_Rossetti

JOHN RUSKIN
Columbia Encyclopedia entry

http://www.bartleby.com/651rulRuskin -J.html
Victorian Web overview of Ruskin - including links to his works, themes.
literary relations and critical theory

http://www. victori anweb.org! au thors! ruskinlruskinov.h tml

"Waiter Pater's Rebuttal of Ruskin" by Carol Levine
http://www. victorianweb.org!technique!levi ne3. h tml

Wikipedia entry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilJohn_Ruskin

WILLIAM SHARP (FIONA MCCLOUD)
Sundown Shores - a site that includes links to McCloud 's works and criticism

http://www.sundown.pair.com/
Victorian Web listings for Sharp

http://w....rw. victoria nweb.org/authors!sharp/i ndex.html

The Wi//iam Sharp "Firma McC/oud" Archive - biographical information and letters
http://ies.sas.ac.uklcmps/Projects/Sharp/index. htm
Wikipedia entry
http://en.wikiped;a.org/w;kilWilliam_Sharp_(writer)

40
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SIMEON SOLOMON
GLBTQ Encyclopedia of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and queer c ulture
en try for Solomon emphasizing his creation of androgynous male figures
http://www.glbtq.com/arts/ solomon_s.h tml
Simeon Solomon Research Archive - includes biography, literature, art, and
secondary sources
http://www. simeonsolomon .org/
Victorian Web entry - including links to his works

http://www. victorian web.org/ painting/ssolomon/inclex. h tm l

Wikipedia entry

http://en. wiki pedi a.org/wiki/S i meon_ Solomon

A. C. SWINBURNE
"Swinburne" by A. E. Housman

http://www.gwywyr.com/essays/housman.html
The Swinburne Project, edited by John A. Walsh . Links to Swinburne's works
http://swinburnearchive.indiana.edulswinburnelwww/swinburne/
Victorian Web entry - including works, literary relations, and gender matters

http://www. victorianweb.orglau thorsl swinburnel acsov.h tml

Wikipedia entry

http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilAlgernot1_Charles_Swinburne

ARTHUR SYMONS
"Arthur Symons' Papers." Princeton University Library - includes bibliography
http://homepages.nildram.co.ukl-simmers/symons. htm
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Snakeskin - the Arthur Symons page - in cludes links to his works as well as
a chronology and some relevant 1890's websites
http://homepages .nildram.co.uk/-sim mers/symons I.htm
Victorian Web entry for Symons

http://wwv.f.victorianweb.org/ authors/symons/symonsov.html

Wikipedia en try

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_S),lTIons

MARY AUGUSTA WARD
( Pater w rote a review of Mrs. Humphry wards Robert Elsmere; her husband
was his colleague at Brasenose College.)

"Mary Augusta Ward." Unitarian & Universalist Biography

http: //www25.uua.org/ uuhs/duub/articles/maryallgustaward.h tml
Wikipedia entry
http:// en. \Vi ki pcdia.org/wikilMary_Augllsta_ Ward
Victorian Suicide: Mad Crimes and Sad Histories by Barbara T Gates, University

of Delaware, Chapter Eight: Century's End: "The Coming Universal Wish
N o t to Live,"section on Ward

http://www.victorianweb.orglbooks/suic ide/ 08.html#Ward

OSCAR WILDE
Biography ofWilde
http://\V\Vw.gayh istory.coln!rev2/ events!wilde. htm
O scar Wilde Collection - downloadable versions ofWilde's works

http://www.planetm onk.com/wilde/
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The Literature Network - compilation of works by Wild e - a searchable site ,
extensive li st of works
http://www.online-literature.co m/ wilde/

Oscar Wild, - official website of O scar Wilde

http://www.cmgww.com/ histori clwildelindex. php
"The Trials of Oscar Wilde - site dedicated to Wilde's trials, including
transcripts, letters, and Wildc's writings on the subject

http://www. law.umkc.edulfaculty/ projects/FTrials/wilde/wilde.htm
Victorian Web - overview of Wildc's works, literary relations, and themes

http://www. victorianweb.org/authors/wilde/wildeov.html
Wikipedia entry

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oscar_Wilde

QUEER STUDIES AND LITERATURE

Homosexuality in History - A Partially Annotated Bibliography
http://www. fordham.edulhalsalllpwh/gayhistbib.html
An encyclopedia entry highlighting Pater's "homosexual sensibility"focu si ng on Marcus Aurelius and Aestheticism

http://www.glbtq.com/ li terature/pate r_w.h tml
Gay and Lesbian Literature. Texas Tech University

http://library. ttu.edul ullsubjects/humanitieslenglish/gaya ndlesbian. php
Gay and Lesbian Literature. Central Michigan University: Diversity

Resources Project
http://www.lib.cmich.eduldepartments/reference/diversity/gaylit.htm
Gay and Lesbian Studies Research Guide. Yale University Library
http://www.l ibrary.yale.edulrsclgayleslgayli t.h tml
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Gay and Lesbian Studies Research Guide. ew York Public Library
http:l"vww.nypl.org/ researchlchss/grd/ resguides/gay/ literature.html
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Literature: A Research Guide.
University of Illi nois at Urbana-Champaign Library

http://www.library.uiuc.edu..vstllgbtresearchguide/lgbt/ archives.htm

LGET I Q!,eer Studies Library Research Guide Diversity & Ethnic Studi es
http://www.p ublic.iastate.edu/-savega/ lesbigay.htm
Qyeer theory site with many li nks
http://W\vw.queertheory.coml

LGBT / Queer Studies Resources - annotated li st of queer stud ies resources
http://www. lgbtcampus.org/ resources/lgbt_studies. html

VICTORIAN LITERATURE AND CULTURE

From the BBC: What the Victorians Did for Us
http://www.bbc.co. uklhistory/british/victor iansl
A webliog raphy (wi th links) of Victorian art
http ://www.phryne.com/books/I NDEX.HTM
"The Victorian Literature and Culture Series." University ofVirgillia Press
- Contemporary crit icism and scholarship on the Vi c torian period.
http: //wwvo/.upress.virginia.edu/ browse/se ries/victorian. htm I

Victorian Research Web
http: //www. victo rianresearch.org/

Rossetti Archive. Jerome McGann
http: //jcffe rson .vi 11 age. vi rgi ni a.cd ul ro sset ti l rosse tti. h tml
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Victorian Websites. The Victorian Literary Studies Archive. Mitsuharu
Matsuoka, Nagoya University, Japan . Includes links to 153 relevant
websites on all things Victorian
http://www.lang.nagoya- u.ac.jp/-matsuoka/Victorian.html
Victorian Women Writers Project. Indiana University

http://www.indiana.edu/-letrs/vwwp/index.html
The Victorian Web entry

http://www. victorian we b. 0 rgl au rh or51pa ter / pa terov. h tml

Wikipedia entry
http:// en. wiki pedia. org/w ikilV ictori an _ Ii terature

The Victorian Web. George Landow, Brown University

http://www.victorianweb.org/

GENERAL ART AND MUSEUM
INFORMATION

ART GALLERIES AND MUSEUMS
Art Gallery of Ontario
http://www.ago.net
Art Institute of Chicago
http://www.artic.cdu/
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

http://www.ashmolean.org/
Barnes Foundation
http://www. barnesfoundation.org
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Birm ingham Art Gallery
http://www.bmag.org.ukl
B ritish Mu seum
www.rhebritishmuseum.ac.uk
Delaware Art Mu seum

http ://www.dela rt. org/viewI collectio nsl pr _ho m e. h tml
Frick Collection & Reference Library
http://www.frick.org
Hermitage Museum
http: //wW\v. herm i ragemuseu m .org/

] . Paul Getty Museu m
http://www.getty.edu/museum
Louvre Museum
http: //www. louvre.fr
M etropo litan Museum of Art
http: //www.metmuseum.org/

M useum of Modern A rt
http://www.moma.org/
National Gallery of Canada
W\¥v,. nationa l.gal1ery.ca

National Gallery, London
ht tp://www. na tion algallery.org.uk!

National Gall ery, Ath ens
http ://www.nati o nalgallery.gr
Phil adelphi a Museum of Art
http://www.philamuseum .o rg/

45
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Royal Academy of Arts
http://www.royalacademy.org.ukl
Royal Ontario Museum

http://www.rom.on .ca/
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
http://www.guggenheim .org/
Smithsonian Museums

http://www.smithsonian.org/
Tate Gallery
http://www.tate.org.ukl
Victoria and Albert Museum

http://www.vam .ac.ukl

ART AND ART HISTORY
Art History on the Web - extensive hyper- linked list of web resources

compiled by Christopher L.C.E. Witcombe
http: //witcombe .sbc.edu/ARTHLinks.html
Artcyclopedia include s inform ation on artists and museums, and allows
worldwide searches by geographical location.
http://www.artcyclopedia.com
The Grove Dictionary ofArt Online

www.groveart.com

Mother of All Art History sites
http://www.art-design.umich .edul motherl

47
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"Timeline of Art Hi story." The M etropolitan Museum ofArt

http:// www.metmuseum.org/ toah/s plash .h tm
Warwick Art History Web - li st of scholarly web resources
http: //WW\v2.warwi ck.ac. u k/ facl arts/ arth i story/ we bl in ks/

Web Art Gallery - excellent resource from medieval times to mid - 19th century

http ://www.wga.hu/

VIRTUAL MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES
Virtual tours, collections, resources, exhibits, upcoming exhibitions, online
stores
http://www.museumspot. com

http: //www.museumlink.coml
Art M useum Network - includes li nks to 200 museum sites worldwide

http://www.amn.org

LIBRARY INFORMATION

ELECTRONIC BOOKS
Athena: Authors and Texts

http://hypo.ge-dip.etat-ge.ch/ a thenalhtmVauthors.html
Bibliomania: Free Wor ld Literature Online
http:// W\vw.bibliomania.com

CARRIE: A Full Text Online Library. University of Kansas
http://vlib .iuc .it/ carrie/
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Chadwyck-Healey Literature Collections - includes over twenty collections
of primary texts

http://collections.chadwyck.com/
Classical Authors I ndex. 1258 online books from Abott to Zola
http ://selfknowledge.comlindex.shtml
PERSEUS, the Classical Archive
http://www. perseus. tufts.edul
Electronic Text Centre. University of Virginia
h rrp:/ Iwww.lib.virginia.edu/ece nters.html

Google Book,
http://books.google. com/

Internet Public Library. Ed. David Carter. University of Michigan
http://www.ipl.org
The Online Books Page. Ed.John Ockerbloom. University of Pennsylvania
http://digital.li brary. upenn.edulbookslindex.html
Online Literature Library. Knowledge Matters, Ltd.
hrrp:!/www.literature.org
The Oxford Text Archive. Oxford University
http://ota.ahds.ac. uklcatalogue-id.html
Page By Page Books
http://www.PageByPageBooks.com/
Project Bartleby. Ed. Steven van Leeuwen
http://www.bartleby.com

Project Gutenbcrg. Ed. Michael Hart. Promo Net
http://www.promo.net/pg/index. h tml
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Un ive rsity of Pennsylvania Library

http://digitaI.I ibrary. upen n .edu/ booksl
Textz.com. Berlin, Germany

http://textz.com

ONLINE LIBRARIES
Internet Public Library. Un iversity of Michigan. This site offers vast amounts
of information on any given subject and is made up of collections of selected,
reputable web resources/s ites.

http://www.ipI.org/
Literary Resources on the Net. Jack Lynch. Rutgers University

http://andromeda. ru tgcrs.edu/-jlynch/Li t

MAJOR RESEARCH LIBRARIES
Bodleian Library, Universiry of Oxford

I Oxford, UK

http://www.bodley.ox.ac.ukl
British Library, Reference Division 1 London, UK

http: //www.bl.uklcollections/wider/vrlnew. htmI
Cambridge Universiry Library I Cambridge, UK
http:// ''vww.li b.cam. ac .uk/

FoIgcr Shakespeare Library I Washington, D.e., USA
http://www.foIger.edu/
H arry Ransom Humani ties Research CentecJ University of Texas
TX,USA
http://www.hrc.utexas.edu/

1
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Harvard University I Cambridge, MA, USA (Widener Library; rare books
and MSS. in H oughton Library)
http://li b. harvard.ed u/
Huntington Library and Art Gallery I San Marino, Los Angeles, CA, USA
http://www. hun tington.org/
Library of Congress I Washington, D.C ., USA
http://www.loc.gov/
National Library of Canada I Ottawa, Canada (copyright library)
http://www.collectionscanada.cal
National Library ofIreland I Dublin, Ireland
http://www.nli.ie/
National Library of Scotland I Edinburgh, Scotland
http://www.nls.uk!
National Library of Wales I Aberystwyth, Wales
http://www.llgc.org. uk!
Pierpont M organ Library I New York, NY, USA
http://www. morganlibrary.org/
Prince ton Univcrsity Library I Pri nceton, NJ, USA
http://Iibrary. princeton .edu/
Trinity College Library I Dublin, Ireland
http://www.tcd.ie/Library/
University of Chicago Library I Chicago, IL, USA
\vww.lib.uchicago.edul

University of London Library I London, UK
http://www.ull.ac.uk!
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University of Toronto Libraries I Toronto, Canada (and Fisher Rare Books)
http://main.library.utoron to.ca/
http://www.library.utoronto.ca/fisher/
Victoria & Albert National Art Library I London, UK
http: //www.vam.ac.uklnaV

Yale Unive rs ity Library I New Haven, CT, USA (rare books in Bcinecke
Library; O sborn MSS library; Center for British Art)
http://www. library. yale.edul
VIRTUAL LIBRA RIES
Art Museum Network - includes links to 200 mu seum sites worldwide

http://www.amn.org
Virtual tours, collections, resources, exhibits, upcoming exhibitions, onli ne stores.
http://www.museumspot.com

http://www.icom.org/v lmp/world.html
http://www.vlib.org
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
ESSAYS

DAWSON, GOWAN . "J OHN TYNDALL, WA LTER P ATER AND THE N I NE T EENTHCENTURY R EVIVAL OF P AGAN I SM" I N DARWIN, LITERATURE AND VICTORiAN

RESPECTABILITY. CAMBRIDGE: CAMBRIDGE

UP, 2007 . 82- I 15.

In this chapter of a wider study of Victorian science and culture, Dawson
describes how Tyndall was pilloried when he attemp ted to find a ground for
modern science in his discovery of classical atomism - Epicurus and Lucretius.
The keynote of this attempt to bring together science and Aestheticism is
audience response, since the same acc usations of Paganis m were levelled at
Pate r on the publication of Studies in the History of the Renaissance (1873),
and the reputation of both suffered from "the problematic association with
both ancient immorality and th e sensuousness of contemporary aesthetic art'
(105). Dawson's subsequent account of Pater's rel ations hip to Epicureanism
and empiricism is contextualized by th is general anxiety arou nd respectability.
He goes on to trace Pater's attempt to ground Aestheticism in empirical
detachment in the "Preface," followed by the later attempt to find an ethical
ground for Epicureanism in Marius the Epicurean (1885) , which consequently
appears as a reactive ye t still "audacious attempt to justify, at least implicitly,
the refined aesthe ti c hedon ism eulogized in his early book" (11 3).
Andrew Eastham

EVANGELlSTA, STE FANO. "THE GERMAN ROOTS OF BRITISH AESTHETICISM :
PATER'S 'WINCKELMANN,' GOETHE'S WI NCKELMANN, PATER'S GOETHE."
A NCLO- GERMANAFFINITlES AND ANTIPATHIES . ED. R UDIGER GORNER.

MUNICH: JUDICIUM, 2004: 57 -70 .

Evangelista's essay provides an important contribution to our understanding
of Pater's complex appropriations from German literature and aesthetics .
Situating his read ing of Pater's "Winckelmann" in the broad co n text of the
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European reception of Winckelmann's H istory ofAncient Art Among the Greeks
(1764), Evangeli sta analyzes both Winckelmann's direct influence o n Pater,
and his indirect influence via Goe th e's appreciation ofWinckelmann. Through
a precise tex tu al analys is, he demonstrates how this interplay ofWinckelmann's
and Goethe's writings in Pater's text develop th e "radi cal fu sion of a cultural
category (the Greek or aes thetic ideal) wit h a sexual one (homoerotic des ire)"
(61). Though that fu sion is already evident in the "embrace of a decidedly
non- Christian sensuousness" in Winckelmann's wr itings on class ical art
(59), Evangeli sta points out that Pater "deliberately misreads" these writings
when he portrays the German art historian as finge ring ancient statues "with
unsinged hands" (60) . The move from evoking eroti c desire abstractly to
exploring the poss ibility of physical contact appears only in Winckelm ann's
letters, specifically hi s corres pondence with Frederich vo n Berg. Evangeli sta
shows how Goethe's "Skizzen zu einer Schilderung Winckelmanns" (1805),
an important so urce for Pater's essay, not only points to the significance
of Winckelmann's letters to von Berg, but ant icipates Pater's reading of
"Winckelmann's homo-eroticism [as] a constitutive element of his aesthetics"
(62 -63). Considering Pater's problematic assertion that Win ckelmann is
"infinitely less th an Goethe," Evangelista suggests that Goethe him self may
be "the ideal telos of Winckelmann's Hellenism, the embodiment of its
unreal ised possibil ity" (6 4). Specifically, the descr iption s of Goethe's erotic
expe ri ences in Rom e in hi s Roman Elegies concretely "embody the freer way of
life fanta sized by Win cklmann in his reveries on ancient Greece" (6 4). Since
Goethe reali zes W inckelmann's poss ibility as heterosexual, th ough, Pater
returns to Winckelmann's H elleni sm "to restore its homoeroti c identity in
th e altered context of the late nineteenth century" (66). Eva ngelista closes the
art icle by considering the ways Pater furth er develops these German roots in
the new culture of late romanticism.

Kit Andrews
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FANG, PO. "WALTER PATER'S RE - EvALUATION OF EARLY MODERN
EUROPEAN VISUAL CULTURE." SUN YAT-SENjOURNAL OF HUMANITIES 1 8

(SPRING 2004) : 109 -127 .

The essay exam ines Pater's "erudite and insightful re-evaluation of Renai ssance
European paintings, sculptures, and other forms of visual and literary arts"

(109). Fang suggests that his study is informed by "recent visual cultural
research" by such scholars as W. ]. T. Mitchell or Peter Erickson and Clark
H uise, but essentially the essay is an articulate su mm ary of the relation of

Studies in the History of the R enaissance (1873 ) to the English and Continental
tradition of philosophical aesthetics. Pater's aesthetic theory, as outlined in
the "Preface," is co nsis tent with the "early phenomenological interpretati on of

experience" (115) advanced by Berkeley and Hum e, and his emphasis on the
subjectivity of knowledge is "parallel to Kant's Copernican revolution" (116).
Pater's attempt to "reformulate Renai ssance humani sm in the late Victor ian

age" (1 17) is informed by Shaftesbury and Fichte's "idea of self-culture" (118).
Schiller's theory of the play drive may have influenced Pater's "concept of an
ideal aesthetic moment" (123).
Kenneth Daley

H EXT, KATE. "RECEN T SCHOLARSHI P ON W ALTER PATER: 'ANT IT HET I CAL
SCHOLAR OF UNDERSTANDING'S END.'" Ln'ERATURE COMPASS 5.2 (2008): 407-423 .

H ext's overview of recent Pater schola rship traces three major cu rrents: queer
stud ies, int erdisc iplin ary studies, and com parative liter ary relations. She
begins by narrating the wider history of Pater reception, retur ning briefly
to George Eliot's moralist crit ique of Studies in the History oflhe Renaissance

(1873), and T. S. Eliot's high modernist disavowal of Aestheticism. The
rehabilitation of Pater is traced back to Harold Bloom and David DeLaura
in the 1960's, fo llowed by Billie Andrew Inman's archival work in the 70's and
80·s . H ext then traces the contempora ry "cr itic al turn" back to Laurel Brake
and Inman's work on the William Hardinge connection, the subsequent

queering of Aestheticism in Ri chard Dellamora's Masculine Desire (1990 ),
and the closer investigation into the homosexual culture of Aes th eticism in

work by Linda Dowling, Herbert Sussman, and James Eli Adams, as well
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as important essays by Brake and l'vlichael Davi s. The seco nd key aspect
of recent Pater studi es analyzed here is interdi sciplinary work. H ext covers
work on publi shing and profess ional contexts, such as !an Small 's Conditions

for Criticism (1991 ) and Beake's Print in Transition (2001), as well as broadee
narratives of the culture of Ae stheticism such as Dowling's The Vulgarizatio n
of Art (1996), and Gagnier's reading of the imbrication of aesthetics and
economics in The Insatiability of Human Wants (2000). The th ird key mode
of scholarship - on literary connec tion s, include s Stefano Evangeli sta's work
on Pater and classici sm, Kenncth D aley on Romanti cism, Ruth Robbins
and Lesley Higgin s o n Pater as precursor to Modernism, and the Stephcn
Bann edited volume on The Reception oJ Waiter Pater in Europe. H ext notes

how recent work sllch as Angela Leighton's On Form (2007) goes aga inst
the g rain of contextual historicism by situating Pater in a stri ctl y literary
aesthetic tradition, before not ing the return to philoso phical aesthe ti cs at
the Rutge rs P ater conference of 2006.

Andrew Eastham

HIGGIN S,LE SLEY. "WALTER P ATER : PAI NTING THE NINETEE NT H CENTURY. "

E NGLISH LITERATURE IN TRANSITION

50.4 (2007): 415 -45 3.

The essay is a study of Pater's critical reception of two modern painters,JeanBapti ste Cam ille Corot (1796 -1875) and Jam es Abbot M cNe ill Whistler

(1834 - 1903). l-liggins traces the "ongoing, interrextual prese nce" (416)
of both art ists in Pater's writing, includi ng the unpubli shed manuscripts,
"Corot," from the mid - 18 70 s, and "The Aesth etic Life," composed in the
last years of Pater's life. Pater's handling of Corot and Whi stler, Higg in s
argues, represe nts hi s response to the "cultural scene" (417) of the ninetcen thcentury art wo rl d, and helps to shape considerably his th eory of romanticism,
hi s emb race of ind eterminancy and "incompleteness" in works of art, his
noti on of art asp iring toward the condi tion of mu sic. Building on the work
of Patricia Clements, Higgins identifies the Salon journalism of Baudelaire
as a crucial intert extual influence on Pater's respon se to both painters and
his understanding of modern art. She addresses the question of what specific
works by Corot and Whistler Pater saw or may have seen, and summarizes
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the factors that co ntrolled the production an d dissemination of art in the
nineteenth century, as well as court trials and acts of ce nsorship that affected the
li mits of artistic discourse. The article includes a very useful chronology of
major events in the art and cultural scene from 1860 to Pater's death in 1894.
Kenneth Daley

MIYAZAKI, KASUMl. '!CONNECTING PERSEPHONE W ITH DIAPHANEITE: THE
REPRE SENTATION OF HOMOEROT I C DESIRE IN PATER'S WRITINGS." PATER

RONSHU 4 (DECEMBER 2007): 33-47. (I N JAPANE SE)
Miyazaki suggests th at Pater's ideas of diaphaneite and Persephone wefe
co nflated, in later periods, into a diaphanous Persephone as a metaphor of
homoerotic desire. It was projected o nto Sibyl Vane in The Picture of Dorian
Gray (1890), and in Adela Q;tested in /l Passage to I ndia (1924). Strangely
enough, Pater himself left no clues to establish the direct connection between
the goddess and homosex uality. In close readings of "Diaphaneite" (1864),
"Demeter and Persephone" (1876), and ''A Study of Dionysus" (1876), Miyazaki
shows how they are imbued with homoeroticism. Pater defines Dionysus as
Persep hone's double but expresses an androgynous nature in the god more
clearly than in the goddess , an aspect which implies homoeroticism. Miyazaki
argues that the figurative language con noting homoerotic desire used for the
double has much in common with that in "Diaphaneite," in words associated
with swiftness, motion, transparency, and a way of existing in ephemeral
shadows. The homoerotic implication in Dionysus was so dangerously
overt that it was suppressed and transferred to Persephone in W ilde and
Forster. That is why the goddess emerged as a secret sign of the prohibited
eros between men.

Noriyuki Nozue
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IvloRAN, MAUREEN. " \!\fALTER PATER'S HOU SE BEAUTIFUL AND TH E
PSYCHOLOGY OF SELF CULTURE." ENGLISH LITERATURE IN TRANSITION 50.3

(2007): 29 1-3 12 .

This closely argued essay demonstrates the parallels between Pater's narrat ives

of self-culture and late Victorian psychological theor ies of childhood
development. Specifically, Moran juxtaposes Pater's descriptions and analyses
of "brain building" in "The Ch ild in the House" (1878) and the early chapters

of MariuJ the Epicurean (1885) and Gaston de Latour (1888) with at times
strikingly similar ideas from the work of the psychologist James Sully "who
publis hed extensively in journals for which Pater also wrote in the 1870s
and 1880s, including The Fortnightly Review and Nineteenth Century" (293).
Beginning with an analysis of the late nineteenth -ce ntury aesthetic interior
of "House Beautiful," Moran proceeds to show how Pater and Sully similarly
emphas ize the shapin g force of sll ch environments for the development of the
ch ild's aesthetic sensibility and the adult's close ly related ethical temperament.
Furthermore, for both Sully and Pater th is psyc hological growth of the
individual recapitulates the evolu tion of the species from savage to civilized.
l\1 0ran points out how Pater harnesses thi s recapitulat ion for his revaluation
of the aesthetic se nsibility: "By tracking the systematic emergence of each
protagonist's consciousness, from blind sense impressions to a penetrating
moral and spiritual insight, Pater represents the refined aes theti c se nSibi lity
as an advanced stage in the eultural history of the human species" (302) . As
a counter example that bears out her larger thesi s, Moran ends the article
with an analysis of how "Emerald Uthwart" (1892) reveals "the fragility of
th is process of self-culture" (303). She suggests that Emerald's development
offers the possibility of a failure of self-culture as he "descends into ehildish
caprice, mental breakdown, and nervous dissolution" (304). The images of a
deteriorating socie ty in the story similarly reverse the broader evolutionary
progress of the species envisioned by Pater and Sully.
Kit Andrews
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NOZUE, NORIYUKI. "SEDUCTIO N I NTO EMBA RRASSMENTS: VERBAL
PERFORMAN CE IN PATER'S 'STY LE'," PATER R ONSHU 4 (DECEMBER 2007): r 5-31

( I N J APANESE)

Nozue describes Pate r's "Style" as a self- referential and self-dest ructive tex t;
it so often challenges its own arguments that it makes it hard for us to accept

them as such. Satirizing Dryden, Pater says that his poet ry is "so prosaic"
while his prose is "not only fervid, richly figured, poeti c ... but vitia ted ... by
many a scann ing line." Nozue suggests that this statement sou nds like Pater's
own criticism of the "Mona Lisa" passage, and invites the reader to watch over
how Pater actually meets the conditions he himself p resents for achieving a
good prose style. Pater attributes "repetition of word, phrase, motive" to a lack of
"architectural design," yet there are repetitions of motives throughout the
essay, suc h as eclecticism, modernity of prose, and the necessity of omission.
The importance of logical consistency is emphasized, yet the concluding part
is confusing with its logical jumping-up. Pater defines the scholar-a rtist as the
male conscience going considerately, and the female as ready to be diverted from
the immediate subject. But in light of what is being performed, this is si mply
wrong. Rather, it is more likely the "male conscience" that is tempted, through his
meticulou s atten tio n to the "physiognomy" of words, into linge ring musings
on the literary sources (if any) or poetic effects of figures such as "flowers in the
garden," "vagrant intruder," and "brain-wave." As a reason for this disjunction
between what is argued and performed, Nozue suggests Pater's over-defensive
response to the earlier criticism on The Renaissance, especially W.]. Courthope's.

Noriyuki Nozue

0STERMARK-JOHANSEN, LE NE. "ON THE MOTION OF GREAT W AT ER S:
W ALTER PATER, LEONARDO AND HERA CLlTUs.)J V ICTORlANANDEDWARDIAN

RESPONSES TO THE I TALIAN RENAISSANCE.
0 STERMARK -J OIiANSEN. ASHGATE,

Eo. JOH N E. LAN E AND

LENE

2005. 87-103 .

'Ihis article explores the ways Heraclitus's philosophy of flu x and Leonardo's
studies of water come together in Pater's R enaissance. 0stermark-Johansen
provides much helpful background on Leonardo's writings and drawings
of water in motion, the ir reception, as we ll as the reception of H eraclitus's
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philosophy in Renaissance Italy and Victorian England. She points out that
though there is no evidence that Leonardo "was directly acquainted with the
ideas of H eracl itus" (92), he may have known th e ideas of Heraclitus through
Diogenes Laertius' Lives of the Philosophers (wh ich he owned) and through
references in Plato and Aristotle (which we know he read). In her analysis of
the fragments of L eonardo's "Water Book," 0stermark-Johansen shows that
whether there is a direct influence or not, the Heraclitean image of the universe
as a river always in motion has a close affinity with Leonardo's fasc ination
with depicting water in motion in his writings and drawings. She traces that
affinity in passages from The R enaissance, first through Pater's descriptio n of
Leonardo's backgrounds and of the Mona Lisa in his essay on Leonardo, then
through his analyses ofHeraclitean flux in "the outer form of the human body"
and "the inward world of modern thought" in the "Conclusion" (96-97). Her
readings of these passages give attention to the ways fluidity appea rs in both
the imagery and form of Pater's prose.

Kit Andrews

RO SENBERG, ] OHN

D. "WALTER

PATER AND THE ART OF EVANESCENCE."

ELEGY FOR AN AGE: THE PRESENCE OF THE PAST IN VICTORIAN LITERATURE .
LONDON: ANTHEM, 2005 . 187-216.

In this celebratory study of the Victorian elegy, John D. Rosenberg casts a
wide net and catches, in addition to more common fish, a few exotic o nes,
among them WaIter Pater. Ro senberg early on declares that "the best
Victorian autobiography lS intrinsically elegiac" (3) . Yet, as his chapter on Pater
demonstrates, he also believes the bes t Victorian elegies to be intrinsically
autobiographical. To this end, hi s read ings of three Paterian texts - "The Child
in the H ouse," The Renaissance, and Marius the Epicurean- propose to locate in
each work and in the author's aestheticism more generally the shaping influence
of a "temperament ... fixated on the fle eti ng" (187). As "supremely the artist of
the evanescent," Pater's preoccupation with "arresting the perception of beauty
and the, for him, inextricably linked experience of pain" is presented as the
animating force in fictional creations like Marius and the organizing principle
in Pater's selection of critical subjects (21 2). Though always apt and eloquent,
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Rosenberg's impressionistic descriptions of Pater's equally impressionistic
writings are sometimes less illuminating than they are suggestive. That being
said, the chapter's careful "tracing of this nexus of cultural affini tics [that] lies at
the heart of much of Pater's writing" is invaluable for those who are interested
in the authors and events that served as Pater's own aesthetic education.

Meghan A. Freeman

SATO, KANAE. "WALTER PATER AND HIS FLOWER-LOVING HEROES." PATER

RONSHU 4 (DECEMBER 2007): 1-14. ( IN JAPANE SE)

Pater often mentions flowers in his autobiographical works, "The Child in the
House" (1878), "An English Poet" (mid-1870s) and "Emerald Uthwart" (1892).
The descriptions are closely related to the theme of each work. In "The Child
in the House" the flowers in the gardens and walks are important components
of Florian's image of home, and play a vital role in his mental development.
1he red hawthorn shows interconnectedness between beauty and death . I n
"An English Poet," the red honeysuckle in metal, a sy mbol of the protagonist's
poetry, expresses the idea that art can give not only a form to fluid thought or
fancy but also a so rt of permanence to ephemeral or mortal things. The words
"gem" and "hardness" suggest that the idea is meant to be a supplementary
explanation for the thoughts expressed in the "Conclusion" to The R enaissance.
The flowers in "Emerald" serve as a reminder of home. Emerald is described as
ifhe were a flower that came out of the garden and returned to the ea rth . He is
instinctively attached to the earth of his home garde n, as plants require earth.

Noriyuki Nozue
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ESSAYS WITH NOTABLE REFERENCES TO PATER
BRAKE , LAUR EL . "THE DEAT H OF HEROES: B IOGRAPHY, OBITS AN D THE
D I SCOURSE O F THE PRESS, r 890- 1900." LIFE WRITlNGAND VICTORIAN CULTURE.
ED. DAvID AM I GONl. AS H GATE, 2006. 1 65-193 .

As her contributi on to this collection on Victorian life writing, Laurel Brake
offe rs a compelling explanation of t he changing environment in th e print media
between 1890 and 1900 for the articulation of homosexual and homosocial
discourses . FocUSing mostly on obituaries and other posthumous tributes
and critiques written for l. A. Symonds, WaIter Pater, and Oscar Wilde, she
illustrates the ways in wh ich the three Wilde trials made clear what "expressive
strategies [we re] open to journalists/writers who w ished to acknowledge ...
th e significa nce of th ese icons of gay life and writing in th e mainstream and
class press" (165).1he trials also marked a public turning of the tid e, reversi ng
the increasingly "permissive environment" of the firs t half of the decade and
leaving, in its wake, fewe r opportunities and greate r ri sks for those journalists
who "pushed at the limits of public discourse for language to express alternative
models of sexual orientation" (189). Yet, as Brake notes, even in the earlier
period, social tolerance often took the form of coercive suppression; "explicitly
homosocial material" was overlooked, not enco uraged . For the "more selfpoliCing and policed" Pater, the relative scarcity of "explicit" writings allowed
his biographers to acknowledge obliquely a "discourse of sexuality" in his
work and nevertheless celebrate his literary legacy, while such an ideological
reconciliation was impossible in the case of Oscar Wilde (172) .
Meghan A . Freeman

lOHNSON, TA RA lVl cDONALD. "TENNYSON'S ULYSSES AS WALTER P AT ER'S
AESTHETE . " A USTRAlASIAN J OURNAL OF VICTORJAN STUDIES I I (2005): 79-92 .

McDonald J ohnson seeks to "shift readers'view ofUlysses as a military general
and an explorer to Ulysses as a beautiful artifact"by reading Tennyso n's poem
as a dramatic staging of the struggle faC ing "WaIter Pater's aesthete, a type
of aesthetic personality that has a superior capacity for apprec iating beauty"
(72) . DraWing on the aesthetic theories of A rchibald Alison, Arthur H allam,
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and WaIter Pater (among others), she argues that Tennyson presents Ulysses
as "an aesthetic personality who was once vibrant and mature but has now
degenerated to hi s present state because of desensitivity" (8 1). McDonald
Johnson finds in Ulysses' monologue as well as in the poem s "The Palace
of Art" and "The LorDs -Eaters" the imperative that underwrites Tennyson's
"philosophy of aestheticism": namely, that the would-be aesthete must assume
a "peripatetic" lifestyle, constantly in search of "novelty and invention," in
order to avoid the blunting of one's senses through over-familiarity with a
particular milieu (89) . "Ulysses" is th us read as a warning of the consequences
of stasis : "Ulysses ru sts away because he is useless, unable to experience
passionate moments of beauty or produce them for readers" (85) . It should
be mentioned, though, that t his claim - and others in its ve in - runs the twofold r isk of conflating the situation of the poem with the reader's experience
of it and of assuming a uniformity of response i n a readership that recent
scholarship ~as demonstrated approaches Tennyson's poe m from a myriad of
different angles.
Meghan A . Freeman

DISSERTATIONS

COOK, AMY

L. "NARRATIVES

OF IRO NY; ALIENATION, R EPRESENTAT IO N,

AND ETHICS IN CARLYLE, ELIOT, AND PATER." PH.D. UNIVERSITY OF

PITTSBURGH, 2007. DAI 68·9A (2007): 3867.

Cook argues that Victorian writers Thomas Carlyle , George Eliot, and
Waiter Pater participated more fully than has previously been acknowledged
in the aesthetic and ethical concerns surrounding romantic irony as it was
articulated by philosophers such as Friedrich Schlegel and Seren Ki erkegaard.
In opposition to a twentieth-century critical trend that has tended to applaud
German romanticism fo r its progressive insights, and dismiss nineteenthcentury British texts as "regressive," she demonstrates how three key Victorian
texts recognized, articulated, and sought to negotiate the phenomenon of
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irony. More specifically, she suggests that the ironic features of Carlyle's The
French Revolution: /I History (1837), Eliot's R omola (1863), and Pater's "Denys
L'Auxerrois" (1886) are closely connected to the authors' concerns with, and
attempts to formulate, a model of ethics in the face of the metap hysical
indeterminacy that is a central feature of romantic irony.
Kenneth Daley

McKEOWN, WILLlAM CARLISLE. " 'E NGLAND'S GiORGIONE ' : CHARLES

H.

SHANNON AND VENETIANISM I N LATE V I CTO RIA N ART."

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY, 2005.

D/lI 66.7A

PH.D. THE

(2005): 2419.

This dissertation studies the paintings and lithographs of Charles Hazelwood
Shannon within the context of British Venetianism. M cKeown sugges ts
that Shannon derived many stylistic elements and figurati ve motifs from
Venetian Renaissance art. By doi ng so, he was at once following a British
tradition of Venetianism, and reformulating it for a modern era. Shannon
engaged many previous form s ofVenetianism, pattern ing many of his portraits
after th e example of Van Dyck and Titian, and countering the vestiges of
anti-Venetian ism with sensual depictions of nudes based on Venetian and
H ellenistic prototypes. He infused hi s tec hn ique with a Ru skinian sense of
craftsmanship, particularly evident in hi s lithographs, and he evoked Paterian
aesthetics by pai nting beautiful figures removed from any obviou s narrative.
McKeown demon st rates that contemporary Victoria n art historian s and
critics emphasized th e continuity between Venetian Rena issa nce painting and
modern European art, and Shannon's work was understood as part of this
continuum. Nevertheless, hi s work was ultimate ly seen as incompatible with
the rising scene of modernist art. Nlodernis t art in Britain, and the formali st
theories wh ich su pported it, was largely born out of Paterian Venetianism.
However, the moderni st disavowal of Europea n traditions of painting would
spell the end for th e Venetianist trad ition as represented in Shannon's work.
Kellneth Da/ey
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Forthcoming in the Spring 2009 issue of The Paler Newsletter,
commentaries on a special topic:

P ATER AND COSMOPOLlTANISM

7be Pater Newsletter seeks essays for this special issue. In "Mr. George
Moore as an Art Critic" (1893) , Pater asserts that "the genius of Ingres is
cosmopolitan, like that of those old G reek artists," then goes on to explain why "a
certain cosmopolitanism [is], in truth, an clement of national character." Essays
that explore the implications of cosmopolitanism for literary, aesthetic, mythic,
h istorical, national, political and/ or cultural work in a Paterian context are invi ted.
Essays should be 2500-3000 words. Each submission should include a title page
identifying your name and institutional address; the essay, which should not
include any identifying markers; and a 200-word abstract.
Deadline for submissions: 21 November 2008 .
Qycstions and/or submissions should be directed to :
Megan Becker-Leckrone, Editor, The Pater Newsletter
Department of English, Box 455011, 4505 Maryland Parkway, UNLV,
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-50 11
e-mail mcganb@unlv.nevada.edu
le1702 895 1244

lax 702 895 4801

